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ABSTRACT 
A sharper form of the arithmetic-geometricmean inequality for a pair of positive 
definite matrices is presented, which is a natural analog of the relation 
{q3}2+( q)“= (q}” 
p”V ; 
for positive numbers (Y, j3. Correspondingly a sharper form of the geometric-harmonic- 
mean inequality is obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND THEOREM 
Let A and B be positive definite matrices of order n. Their arithmetic 
mean, in symbols A A B, and harmonic mean, in symbols A ! B, are naturally 
defined respectively by 
AAB=~ and AlB=2(A-‘+B-‘)-‘. 
As the definition of the geometric mean, in symbols A#B, we adopt 
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Despite its appearance, this definition of the geometric mean is symmetric 
with respect to A and B, and it has strong support from the side of physics 
(see [41, PI). l-h e o f ll owing arithmetic-geometric-harmonic-mean inequalities 
hold (see [l]): 
A!BgA#B<AaB. (1) 
Here the order relation S < T for Hermitian matrices S, T means the positive 
semidefiniteness of T - S. 
In case A and B are positive scalars, or more generally, A and B are 
commuting, (1) has more exact formulations: let 
D=A-B -. 
2 ’ 
then 
and 
(2) 
(AIB)~+{(A#B)(AAB)-‘~}~=(A#B)~. (3) 
The identities (2)-(3), or even the inequality D2 Q (AA B)2, do not hold in 
general. To endow (2)-(3) with suitable meanings in the general case, note 
that S < T is characterized by the condition that q(S) d G(T) for all positive 
linear functionals \cI on M,,, the space of all nisquare matrices. Here J/ is said to 
be positive if R 2 0 implies +(R) 2 0. 
Our main results are the following versions of (2)-(3). 
THEOREM. For any positive linear jbactionul 1c, on M, the following 
inequulities hold: 
I/I(A#B)~+ J/(D)” G $(AA B)2 (4) 
and 
$(A1 B)2+ $((A#B)(Aa B)-1D)2 Q ~JJ(A#B)~. (5) 
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Zf D and (A #B)( AA B)-‘D are replaced by their respective moduli, (4) and 
(5) are modified as follows: 
I&W)‘+ $@I)” Q SUP $(U*(AAB)U)~, 
unitary U 
(6) 
and 
$(A! B)2+ +(I(A#B)(Aa B)-‘D1)2 G sup #(U*(A#B)U)2. (7) 
unitary U 
The inequalities (4) and (5) can be expressed in terms of order relations 
among certain matrices, while (6) and (7) can be formulated by using 
majorization relations, explained later. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 
It is known (see [l]) that the geometric mean A #B is characterized as the 
maximum of all C z 0 for which the 2n-square matrix A C 
[ 1 C B is positive semidefinite. As a consequence, 
S(A#B)~ = (sA~)#(sB~) for all positive definite S. 
Note that if c g 
[ 1 is positive semidefinite, then for any positive 
functional 1c, on M, the %square matrix 
#(A) d@> 
Gw) 0) 
is positive semidefinite, so that 
and in particular 
(8) 
linear 
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Let 
C=g(AaB)-‘@A(AaB)-“s. 
Then application of (8) produces from the definitions of the means 
Then it follows from these relations again via (8) that 
A#B=(AaB)#{(AaB)-D(AaB)-‘D}, (11) 
A!B=(A#B)#{(A#B)-D(AAB)-l(A#B)(AaB)-’D}, (12) 
and that (A #B)(A A B)-ID is Hermitian. According to (lo), the identity 
(11) implies 
rl/(A#B)2g$(A~B)($(A~B)-#(D(A~B)-1D)). (13) 
Since 
AAB D 
D D(AA B)-‘D 1 
is positive semidefinite, (9) yields 
which together with (13) proves (4). 
To see (6), use a representation: 1 DI = V*D for some unitary V. Since 
V*(AA B)V IDl 
IDl D(AA B)-‘D 1 
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is positive semidefinite, (9) yields 
I/@~)~<I@(AAB)-~D) sup J/(tJ*(hB)U), 
unitary U 
which together with (13) proves (6). 
(5) and (7) can be proved analogously on the basis of identity (12). 
3. VARIANTS 
Since for any positive numbers 5, n 
(4) and (5) admit the following variants. 
COROLLARY 1. For any real a with 0 Q ad 1 the following iwquulities 
hold: 
and 
~(A!B)~~(A#~)(AaB)-'D~ A#B. (5’) 
It is known (see [2, p. 721) that the order relation S < T between two 
HermitianmatricesS,TimpliesXj(S)<Xj(T), j=l,...,n,whereX,(S)a*** 
> X,(S) and A,(T)> . . . > X,(T) are the eigenvalues of S and T, respec- 
tively, arranged in decreasing order with multiplicities counted. A Hermitian 
matrix S is said to be submajorized by another T, in symbols S 5 T, if 
i hi(S)< 2 hi(T), k=l,...,n. 
j=l j=l 
If the equality occurs at k = n in the above, S is said to be majotized by T, in 
symbols S + T. The order relation S < T implies submajorization S 5 T, but 
not conversely. According to a theorem of Ky Fan (see [2, p. 771, [3, p. 51]), 
36 
for any fixed orthogonal projection Pofrankk(dn) 
k 
c $(S) = sup tr( PU*SU) I 
P-1 unitary U 
Thus S 5 T follows from the condition that for all positive linear functionals + 
on M, 
T. AND0 
#(S)d sup #(U*TU). 
unitary U 
(14 
The converse is also true (cf. [S]). In fact, diagonalization of Hermitian 
matrices and the fundamental theorem on majorization for scalar vectors of 
Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya (see [3, p. 221) show that if S 5 T, then there 
exist unitary matrices Vi,. . . , UN and positive numbers or,. . . , aN such that 
&xj=l and S< &xjyTUj, 
j-1 j=l 
which implies (14). 
Now (6) and (7) admit the following variants. 
COROLLARY 2. For any real a with 0 d a < 1 the following szdmajorim- 
tions hold: 
&(A#B)+dEplI 5 AA B, (6’) 
and 
J;;(A!B)+~I(A#B)(AAB)-'DI_~A#B. (7’) 
Submajorization between two positive semidefinite matrices can be char- 
acterized by using unitarily invariant seminorms. Recall that a seminorm ]]*I]* 
on M, is said to be unitady invariant if ]]UXV]], = ]]X]]* for all unitary U,V 
and all X E M,,. Typical examples are the trace norm ]]X]]r = C~_‘,,Xj(]X]), the 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm ]]X]]a = (c~_,Xj(]X])2}‘~2, and the spectral norm ]]X(], 
= X,(1X]). According to the results of von Neumann and of Ky Fan (see [3, p. 
263]), S 5 T for positive semidefinite S, T is equivalent to the condition that 
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INI* d lITI* for EJI unitarily invariant seminorms 11*11*. Thus (6’) and (7’) 
admit the following variants. 
COROLLARY 3. For any unitarily invariant semirwrm 11. II* and any real a 
with 0 < (Y < 1 the following inequalities hold: 
II~(A#E)+~PIII, 6 ~(AA BIJ, (6”) 
and 
l(c( . > \i-I( Q: AIB + 1 (Y A#B)(AaB)-‘DIII, QIIA#BII*. (7”) 
For valuable discussions the author would like to thank Furnio Kubo. 
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